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I. Introduotion

An Overview

The Personalized System of Instruction (P.S.I.), known

also as the Keller Plan in honor of its originate Dr. Fred Kesler,

Professor Emeritus, Columbia Univ'ersiti, represents an alterna.

Live method of instruction to both conventional lecturirig and
P ,

programmed learning. Various features of this method have madf.

it appealing to a growing number of disciplines and schoolall

The usefulness of thick method in terms of where it works best

and Where it may not work at all in comparison with alternativ

methods will be evaluated only after a large number of-classroAl

experimpts have been run with it.'

In ecoriomics few evaluations of this technique have bee

reported in the'literature. Those- of which I am aware have begin

conducted within the/ environment of a large university and fiav:

evaluated the application of the technique to an introductory

economics course:.
2

Since the transferability of experimental

results across courses and across typos of institutions is not'

1. In, June, 1972 the Personalized System of Instructidh New
letter published by the Department of Psychology at'Georget)wn
University reported that it had been informed of some_190
courses being offered under the Keller Plan format for suoh
diverse fields as English, sociology and mathematics.

2. One experiment was cond ted at Vanderbilt by Ben Belch,
,Rendigs Fels and Robert Uhler and the other by Elizabeth L-

.._
. Allison at Harvard. The results of the former experiment

Association.
were reported at the 1972 meetings 'of the AmericNconomVe

c



at all obvious, the purpose'ofsthis paper-is to report on .an

experimerit'which is differentiated from.previOUs'etudies in tW(

ways': (1) the P.Sa: tec)inique was employdd on a microecOnomits

course, in which a one Oemester_introductory course was' prete
:

quisite'and-,(Zf'the experiment was conducted withirCthe enviroi-
,

. ,

.

ment ,of.a small liberal arts college (Williams). -.)..

,--\-

"tUreof.ertenL" L""."'..".".."U"i°111, \
% 1'

IV1 .. . t
1

The P.S.I.,attempts to aid the student in mastering the
...

course material'y allowing him proceedlt his own -pace

,(subject to some constraints discussed below) and by providing!

him w frequent arld, rapid feedback as to whether'or_not he 11
..

in fact' mastering the, material`. Structurally, a typical P.S.L,

course is divided,up in 16 or so unite. Each unit contains&

(1) an introduction, which relates 'this unit to previous unite

and to the .body of the' course in general, a set of,objectifes

in which the student is informed in a precise terms as possie

exactly what, the educational objectiv ! of that unit are, (3) I.

Set of procedures by which these objectives may be satisfied sAd

(4) a set of sample problems or discussion questions that the

student can use to test his understanding of the material befcN)

Ming a test.

Although P:S.I. courses hold normal classroom hours, ht

lectures are delivered during these hours, 1 Instead the time

1. Special lectures are recommended by the originators of P.S,I.
to servE as motivational devices. These lectures, which
would be open only to students who have passed a partiCular



is used for disclose/on, explanation and toit taking. -Thllim.

ination *of lectures allows the introduction of two degrees of

flexibility not zenerally Shared by lecture courses. In the

first plawit permits the rtudent to proceed throug?; the coup*

Xv material at his own pace instead of forcing'him to proceed at

the predetermined pace of thelectures. This flexibility shou:d-
x..

be interpreted carefully, however: When the course has a fixe..

deadline r completion, as did thS-experiment descritied here,

the value .of self-paaing lies not in allowing the student more

time, tor it does not do that, but ratfier.in allowing the, studllt
A

greater flexibility in allocating the time he or she spends on

the course oveiithe course of the semester.

The second degree of flexibility offered.by the P.S.I.

is that instead of spending time in.the classroom, looturing.

the professor is available during these hours for individual

consultation and discussion, with students, phis cantact with

the student is personal in the sense that the discuision with

the student can be oriented/t() the specific problSims and specile

interests of that student. It is thid.kind of one -on -one comm.

munication between professor and student which accounts for the

"Personalized" in P.S.I. One professor could not possibly gra .0

all the tests, which provide the main flow of feedback to the

unit within a stipulated period of time, would presumably bl
interesting applications of what was learned in the previous
units. The material from these lectures would not be eubje.t
to testing. These special lectures were not uued in this
experiment.

Mt%
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student, and carry on this kind of tutorial rolat.onehip with

the studenkS in courses larger than 5-10'students without the

formation of large queues of students waiting for access to the

professor. To alleviate thia problei the faculty meatier is

assisted by undergraduate,prootors whose job it-ii to grade exams

and provide answers to the ,easier,questions, Explrience*has shOwn

that one proctor-Tor each ten students prOvides a reabonable

basis for,adeqUate feedback and ,disCussion,

The studs it prodeeds. through, the :course tin :t by unit.

He passes on to the next unit only when he has deAonetrated

mastery. of the previdus unit, Mastery'is demonstrated by the

achievement of a perfect or near perfeot score ona.unit.test.
,

The teats are commonly made up of short answer.quostions which

can be quickly graded by one of-the proctors its.ont of the

student.- In the case of misted questions the student is sent

'back to 'gaiter a. speoific body of material. When he feels he

hat mastered the material, he Can take a differeir; test on the

same material.

The' grading of a P.S.I. course differs fro:1 theiconven-

tional course in a couple of ways, In the first .;?lace' failures

t
on unit tests have no direct effect on-'course gre44. They merely,

slow the student down. , Thee second aspect of grading is

that it involves a form of contract between the vofessor and,

the student. As the Semester starts both the stulent and the

professor know exactly what has to be done for an A+, an A, a

B and so forth. This can be 19trasted'with the .;onventional
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praCtice of curve grading in which some dietributixo of iraAes

is superimposed over a clam ranking. Theyformer ;rading syStem

tends tog be beeed.on more abloiute standards or maltery of'

material while .the'lattbr tends to be more relativ3. .

There are other differences between 1),.S.Ie
4

Ind the

traditionallecture MethOd.as well. In P.S.X. knOoledge is

transmitted primarily via the written word as contrasted with

the mainly verbal tranomission in a lecture, course., Since read-

tng,and assiMilating material do not draw Uptin the same skills

as listening and nOte taking, the two approaches couldconCeRtu

ally lead, to different distributions of learning emong students.

II. The Nature of the Experiment

Background

The types of educational objectives which elaracterize

an economics education' range-in complexity from, the memorization

of simple definitions and facts to the acquisition. by the student
6

of the ability to reason analytically in an unstructured environ -.

ment. While the P.S.I. seems perfectly appropria-e to satisfy

the simpler educational objectives it is less cleix that the

methodis appropriate for achieving the more comp:ex objectives.

Thequeetions used to test the depth of understam,ing on these

more complex and unstructured applications are by their very

nature essay qu6stions which are not quickly grad !d,and which
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are certainly much. less amenable to proctor gradirt,; than more

Objective tests. These Characteristics make it dilioult to

incorporate essay questions'into the unit tests. since the unit.

tests, are the main means of roinforoing whpt the etudent learns,

thie raises the question as to whether theuse of the P.S I.

Imight preclucte this important forl/of learning.

.The4.S./, course.:designt.,d ,ox..4 this experiz3nt attempted

.

to /Pt mulau) this type of:learning by 'taking two Steps.. First -

r. * j r

-of all the disctission.questions in the units which are designed

to guide the student in his mastery'of the'materisl included

unstructured essay questions. Secondly, it was emphasised that

although this kind. of queiticin would not appear or the P.S.I.

unit tests it would appear on the'final. The plar was that the

discuseion quehtions would focus thelltudent's th!nking on this,

type of learning and the promise that essay quest!ons would appear

on the final examinat on wovld drive the student lo' the professor'

to see how one might go about dealing with these Linde of quell=

tioni. From there the professor could capitalize on the opporar.

tunity for a one -to -one relationship provided by he P.S.X. to

think through these problems with the student.

So much for the objectiVes of the course, :lerceived A

priori limitations of and modifications to attempt to

1. A more serious concern would be that the facul ;y member's
behavior would be altered as well. When the ftculty member
discovered what kinds of learning were best aclomplished
under the P.S.I. he may well be tempted to elilinate all
other forms of learning to improve the performLnoe of his
students.



deal with them. The experiment was designed to aloe how this

mithod of teaching could accomplish these goals. The rest of
' ,

thepaper sum Ama.zes the details of the experiment and tkrfisults

which were derived from it.

AP Oveivi91.2111!....WLatlat

A total'of92 students were Allocated to three ieotions\
) ,)

of microeconomics. Two of the sections were taught in a ,00nvert:-
t

tional lectuie format and the final section was taught in the
,

/
P.S.I. format, All.three sections met for two one and ons-half

hour periods a week... Each student was exposed to the same bpd'y

of'material. The course was based on aioonventionul text which,

all sections used, The P.S.I. section students had'the text

supplemented by written handouts whiCh consisted of the kind of
1. /

elaboration,andAr clarification that, would ordinarily occur in
o

a lecture;

All students were administered a common final examination.

The experiment was designed to compare the lecture sections with

the P.S.I. section both on the input side (e.g., student time,

faculty time, material.cost) and output side (e.g.e final exam

scores and student perceptions of the'value of the educational

experience). On the output side ,the empirical testing was based

upon two instruments -- the' final examination and the course

evaluation. These instruments are so central to this evaluation

that they are separately desoribed below, but first their role

in the experiment will be discussed.
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The first analysid was performed on the final examination.
scores. 4The technique of regression analysis was` used to isolate,
insbfar.as possible the unique effects of the teething method en
final'qxam 'score. Specifically the answers for two questions

wsre sought:

a.

^
Were there observable differences between thestudents in the P.S.I. section and the students"in.tfie lecture sectiond'in their performanceon the final examination after controlling for.other various measur#ble.influencing factorsl-

Is this differuntial, if any, uniform across,,students of different abilities 'or i's. the perfoments differential higher for students witha-record pf successful past performance in'
economics? of higher for students with a some-what lowet level of-performance in the past?

The second unit Oi'Mnalysii.i6 the course evaluation form.
4.

6
Since these are filled out anonymoUsly, it la.not,possible to

).ink,tho.responses to a particular student.',. Thertforio'ths'

analysis'tf thescforms is.restrictedAo comparisons oSsman
'scores across sections.

Tip constraints were-imposed.6n theAmperimental:design
which made\the'analysiS somewhat kOre difficult than would have
been the cat if it Were a.completely:controlled expe4aient.-

,

Manpower consideratione'dictated that lit professor tou14-teadh±
\

more than one section. made the isolation of the teonniqUe

differences sore difficult because they were intertwined iith
differences in teething ability:among the faculty Members. The
method of controlling for faculty teaching differonoss ie die-

\cussed below.

o



4.

4,

.9,

4 8The second constraint resulted from the destre to be fair
to,the students. Fairness in this case translated into freedom
'of choice, Studepts were

notified'in.advance whici section was
to be-stho P.SI. section and within limits were allowed to choose
,the, type of instruction they would receive,1 The impaot of this.on the analysis was that it was not possible to ieolbte differences in attitudes

before the course from attitudes acquired.40
during'the course oft instruction.

lye Final ExaMiDation,

(

A -The fin'al examination was worth a total of 120 points.
It consisted of,three parts all equally weighted.

The student.
was asked to answer all questiOns.

The first marl consisted of;hart answer questions'in which the studeri'ts were given eight
false etatements'and asked to explain why they were false.XThe
second part consisted of 4 questions

which 'represcnted a pombin-Vation of .2 numerical problems and,2 ten minute diuquesion 4ues-ctions. The final part consisted of 2' twenty minute cestionst.
the first `of which was a gomplex'application of guneral equili-
brium analysis and the last question wasa multipixt:question
in which the student was faced with successively bore difficult

-\questions concerning the IMpaci-of
alternative ta;:es on

1. An upper limit of 32 students was imposed on tie P.S.I.section, This limit forced about four studenti who pronounceda preference for ,the P.S.I. section to attend 4, lecture se:meloninstead, In addition not all students receivers their firstchoice beCause of course conflicts, etc.
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consumption. The examination m'el therefore, composed of a

.variety of question types and because of thiskit affords'the

oppoAtpity todTaw inferences about the robustne0s-'Of studekt
.

ranl.n4 with respect to the structure of the testing instrument.

The examination was put together from a pool of questions

submitted by the three faoulty members. To avoid possible biases

in grading. each facultymember graded one part of the examination

for all 92 studentkrwitheUt knowing which stUdent's paper'was

being graded. Before-the grading commenced Scale's Were.drawn.uP

for each, ot.thei three parts to insure that an A ,answer on Part/I

would be worth roughly the Fame amount of points"41.4 an A on Part.

II 4
aric so forth

The.Course r.atlyation
C

The course evaluatioa form used in this report.is the

standard instrument administered to almost all colarsis at NI

Williams College. to copy of this 'form is attached as Appendix

A.) On this form students are asked to rate the profeshor on

varioud traits usually associated with good teaching'and the

course in terms of'its educational value. These ratings are

based on an ordinal scale' from one.to seven with a score of .

seven carrying a connotation of outstanding. In assigning theSe

ratings the students are asked to compare:the professor and course

being'rated With other fagUlty members and oc6se4 they have had

at Williams.



Potential se rlagLin11=

NThere aie a numbei of dangers in using the results in

this experiment'as a basis for drawing conclusions about the

effectiveness of the P.S.I. Viz. other populations., The Main

potential bias in using this experiment to forecast student per-

formtnpe in ropeated application of this*P.S., course over time

would be experimenter bias. 11 Past experiments with humaha have

indicated that the experimenter is not a neutral part:of the

experiment. His motivation and expeotatiOn can influence the

performance Of.the.studinta- If, as 1.0 natural, With repeated

application this motivation of the facul:ty. member diminishes, so

may the performance of the students. While there is every reason

to capitalize owthis bias.in:tha short run as a teams of increas

'ing learn4g, the performance differentials which are due Opl4Y- /
.

. . I

to this experimenter bias may well disappear, in the long run.

A second possible bias, which acts in the,pposite'
"lb

direction, in using the,results of this experiment for forecast.

ing the results of repeated application stems frontithe fact that-,
. ,

the materials for this course were, used for the'fLrst time in,

this experiment. Certainly as experience is gained in their

use iignificant improvements in them can be:achieved. This 'bias

would work to increase the performance of4he P.S.I. students

vie a 4ris their colleagues in, the lecture seotionr.

1. A good short. description of types of experimenter bias can be
found in Leonard P. Ullm4n and Leonard Krasner. A Psychological

* o ch to Alpnorm03 Behavior (Englewood Cliffits Prentice-
Ha , Inc., 1969), pp. 90-91.
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C

Other biases might exist ifone were to att)mpt to extra- \

1

polate the results of this,tperiment to other pup tlations.

The success or failure of a particular P,S.1. cov#

upon the quality'$,f the materials, the quality of
'

the type of student enrolled in the course. These

widely among courier and schools and diferent col

34 is dependent

the tutors and

will vary

tions of

these factors will ,yield differentlegrees of success or failure

Profile of the Sample

Table I presents information. which it useful for two

purposes.' It portrays' the means of some of the input charac-

teristics of the stUdents which gives a feel for ihe, composition

of the sections, Setondly, it permits the teitint of the
k

hypcithesis that allowing students. to select their method of

teaching Wouldlead to quite different student composition in

the two types of sections. If, for examplet-the utudents who

had experienced the most success in economic-9.in -..he past felt

that the P,S,I. section offered the beet opportunAY)orthem,

while/the students who had experienced somewhat lower 4pocess

felt that the lecture method was the best for then, the mean

economics grade point average should be significantly higher

for the P.S.I. section.

1.Nma
1. Out of the 92 students ws o ook the course onif;80 had com-

Paete background records W ch were usable for the analysis.
bf these excluded 12 re o ds 6 were women exchtnge stuients
and 4 were foreign stud Both groups.had ither not taken
the college board tests or had not had their s ores recorded

(on their WillAams record. The remaining two oservations were
droppad,bePase the final'examination which tOy took wis'not
directly comparable to the exam taken by all "1;her students.
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TABLE I

Mean Values of Selected Student Characteristics
for Lecture and P.S.I. Sections

Variable P.S.I.
19.1110

Mean Economics Grade' 8,34
Point Average

Mean S.A.T. - Math' 680.5

Mean S.A.T. - Verbal
2

635.9

Mean Age 19.2

Lecture Difference of'
Scoqi.qIns /OAPs t-Patio

?02" 1.290

682.8 0..165

625.4 0,632'

19.'2 0.000

This grade point average is based on a 12 point 'scale.
An 8 is a B and a 7 is s B

. 2Theee are the scores received on the Scholastic
Aptitude, Test of the College Entrance Examination
Board.,

rt

To test for a difference iri student composition between

the two types of sections-resulting from allowing students to

select their own'method of instruction, a series of difference

.of means tests was run on the four variables given in Table I

and the resulting t ratios are given." It is not possible to ,

reject the hypothesis at the 90 level of confidence that these

two samples were drawn randomly from the same parent population.

In other words the differences of means for each of the three

variables are well within the range which can be attributed to

,

1. The description of the t-test used can be.found in Aleiander
M. Mood and Franklin A. Graybill, Introduction to t Theory
of Statistics, Second edition (New York, McGraw Hill Book
Company, Inc., 190), O. 306.



sampling error. Statistically the hypothesis that the two types

of sections are the same instermof these foUtudent char ac-

teristics cannot be rejected. Apparently no car advantage; to

either method was peroeived uniformly by'a,sinoIe type of student

defined by the four variables in Table I.1

A

III. An Analysis of h, Output geasures

The n cited advantages of using a P.S.I. method are'.

/V (1) erihanced student performano, (2) better retention of mater-'
. ' *

,dial for longer periods of-time, (3) the students are enthusiastic

abSut,talling'P.S.11 courses and (4) the students are allowed a

\much greater flexibility in allocating their'etud? time. In

this section ttie first, third and fourth of these potential

advantages will be examined within the context of the above

described. experiment. Retention will be examined in a''fbll'ow up

study ,in a couple of years.

'student performance

The evaluation orstudent performance, based' on the test-

ing instrument described apve, is concerned with three ques-

tions' (1) does the P.M. lead to supeiior performance? (2)

1, These results are in no way conelLsive because all students
did not have completely free access to either section because
of course. conflicts and the Ceiling imposed on the P.S.I.
section. One can only. speculate on how completely free
access. would have changed the values in Table I.
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what group of students seemed to benefit most from the P.S.I.

--students entering the course 'alb high grade point averages?

students entering the course with low grade pointimerages43 /
neither? both benefit equally? (3) to what extent are these

results sensitive to the form of the testing instrument?

The objective was to 'establish whether performance dif-

ferentials exist after ootrolling for differences in etude t
sA

abilities. The method of analysis was to develop'a linen modo:I.

to predict the student's performance on the final examination

bii;id on his etsraoteristios on entry into the course.1 This

model can be represanted Symbolically asg

'(1? Ti +BI X +B2 X2 + I +k +e

where T ii the final examination score for the ith student,
\\

and the B's are the parameters to be estimated,' and the X's

are student characteristics such as sex, past economics. grade

point average, scores on the math and verbal portions of the

Scholastic Aptitude test, age, etc. and the teaching experience

of the student's professor. The ei is a randomdisturbance tern

which captures all of the other inflU4nces on student performance.

For thi'hypotheses toots Wilt% follow this unobserved, disturbance

term is assumed to be normally distributed.

miFor this del there are two hypotheses to be tested.

Tpe first hypothesis is that the introduction oflthe P.S.I.

The 1 ear specification was compared to other functional
forms hich could be transforms irAolinear forms. The

ih
linear specification had the highest explanatory power of
any f ctional form in this ola s. ,



TABLE II

Estimates of the Parameters of a Linear
. Model to Predict Final Examination Scores

( 'N 79 R , 4 1 6 )

Estimated
V r.....4-1011 Cogifl,civly t va'ue

Eponomics grade =point average 3 136 1.47!*

S4.T. - Math 0.064 26.79641.

S.A.T..,,- Verbal' 0 4.003 , 4456

Early Final1 (1 -early final; -3.692 -0.693
0- regular final) 1

Age of student (in yeari) .1,659 y-1:055

Had math course at Williams -0.161 .0.058'
(1=yesp,0 ano)

Sex (1 female; tamale) -3.602

T(4ching experience of Professor2 20672
(in years)-

P.S.I. (1=1P,S.I.o 0-Lecture) .r.!,743

P.S.I.X'Egonomics grade point- 0.686
average'

amMint
-I

- 1.034

2.073"

-0497

0.32

1Th inal 'was given a month early to all P.S.I.
stu ents who had finished the course and who wished
to ake the early final.

2
This Ariable, Used as a means for controlling for ,

differences in teaching experience across sections,
was defined simply as the number of years teaching
experience prior to'the start of the experiment.
That teaching experience is important and needs to
be controlled for was suggested strongly by the
results in Richard,Attiyeh and Keith Lumeden, "Some
Modern Myths in Teaching Economical The U.K. Exper-
ience." The American gconomio Review, LXII (May, 102),
429-433.
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3This interaction variable is defined as the economics
grade point average for P.S.I. students and 0 for all
other students.

**StatisAcally significant at the 99% level of
confidence.

method made no difference in t) final examination soores of

equally experienced faculty members. The verification of this

hypothesis translates into a test that the, coefficients on the

'last two variables in Table II are simultaneously zero.' With

.an F value of 0.45 for the test statistic it is impossible to

resect the hypothesis at any conventional leyel of confidence.

The introduction of the P.S.I. method made no statistically

significant difference in final examination scores,

The second hypothesis is that the P.S I method has no

discernable differential impact among students who have experi-

enced varying degrees of success in economics in the past. The
,9

verification of this hypothesis translates into a test thatthe

coefficient for the interaction variable (the last variablerin,
.

Table II) is zero.. The restate of this conventional t-teet are

presented. in Table II. Once again it is not possible to reject .
,

the hypothesis for any conventional level of confidence.

Although the differences were not statistically significant,

'they were present. The interesting fact is that the sign of the

1. The appropriate test is given in J. Kmenta, glements of
/g2MIEL41:121 (New Yorks The Macmillan Co., 1971), p. 371.
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TABLE III
Estimated Percentage Improvement in Final
Examination Score Resulting fro* P.S.I. for

Students of Differing Abillities

Pass 4.9no..gq3_7eltortilSnol
Percentagei
IlYrolo,013t

. Highest Quartile

High Middle. Quartile 5.4
Low Middle Quartile .4,2%

Lowest Quartile 2.3%

. 4

coefficient on the' interaction term wab positive. This means

that the number of points improvement in expected final exam

grade from switching to a P.S.I. section will be higher for

students- With higheconomios grade Point averages that for Btu-

-dente with lower grade poin1. averages. Using the coeffioionts

presented in Table II it possible to compute the percentage

improvements for students of differing abilities. This is a

puzzling and discouraging result because one hoP4 for the

would have been that it would have been a-boon for the less able.

student.1 Because the course is based on mastery, one would.

expect a compaitting of the final grade distribution for the P.S.I.

1 It should be noted that more encouraging results were
achieved using TIPS.,' See Allen C. Kelley, 'TIPS and Tech-
nical Change in Classroom Instruction," Amorigan Economic
Review, LXII (May, 1972), p. 425.



section.1

Having.examined the results for the final examination in

its entirety we now turn to the question of how sensitive these

results are to the form of the testing instrument. The underly-

ing issue which makes this an important question is the frequently

voiced suspicion that the method is severely hampered by

the fact that the unit tests, in order to provide rapid and

frequent feedback and be amenable to proctor grading have to

consist primarily of shor, objective questions. This argument

fis that if longer, more subjective questions cannot appear.on the

unit tests then the learning processes which are best evaluated

by these methods will never take place. The student, indeed, is

systematically steered away from these forms of learning by limitr

ing positive reinforcement to the more objeotively evaluated

Therefore, the argument continues, the P.S.X. is limiited

to teaching concepts which are amenable to eValuation by objec-

tive, short answer questions which represents only a (small?)

part of the desired transfer of knowledge between facultir member

and student.

In order to refute or substantiate these 'suspicions

1. The variance of final examination grades for the,P.S.I,
section was smaller than the variance in the final grades in
the'two lecture sections combined and smaller than the vari-
ance in each lecture section separately; however these
differences were not statistically significant, The varianoe
test can be found in A.M. Mood and F.A. Oraybill, iptrodutian
to the Theory of§tatipti9s, 2nd edition (New Yorks McGraw
Hill BookCompany, Inc., 1963), PP. 307-308.
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empirically it was necessary to translate them into hypothesis

tests. As a first step the score on the final examination-was

disaggregated into four sub-scores. The first three scores.were

the muLally exolusive scorea achieved on 'each of the threc parts

of the examination. The main element of difference among these

parts was, the complexity of the questions,and the time allocated

to doing them. The fourth subsoore was the total number of point*

accumulated by the student on the three questions which were 1038

oriented toward problem solving and more oriented toward a die

of the issues. These questions were in an essay format

and clearly more subjective. These three questions required the

students) (1) to discuse the underlying valUe judgenents in the

economic,concept of efficienoy, (2) to expliOn and critique the

position of the New Left economiett on marginal productivity

theory and the income distribution and (3) to trace the,general

equilibrium effects of a partieularteohnological change on

various sectors of a three sector economy.

0 For each of these four oomponent parts of the final

examination the model was reestimated with the dependent:variable

being the score on that portion of'the test and the independent

variables remaining as they were described in Table II. Then

the two hypotheses described above were tested on these four new

sets of data. The test that the P.S./. method did not make any

difference could/pot be rejsoied for any conventional level of

confidence? Similarly, the/test that improvements in final

1. The F values were'respeOttvely .445, .054 and .106,
/-
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examination scores attributable to the P technique were the

name for students with differing past performance records in

economics could not be rejected for any conventional level of

Confideree.1

While these findings are consistent with the more general

hypothesis that the P.4.1. method is not severely hamPered.by the .

necessity for the unit tests to be of the short, objective variety,

, it 10 important to report the measured differences so that fut"re

experiments can determine whether or not they persist under

repeated experimentation.

TABLE IV

Estimated Percentage Improvement Attributable
to the P.S.I. Method by Students of Differing
Abilities on Component Parts.of the Final EMI

,

Components of the-Examination

Past Performance Short Medium Long
ikEponomios Minn kip= Anne UM
Highest Quartile

Upper Middle Quartile

Lower Middle Quartile

Lowest guerilla

5.6% 10.8% 1.1% 5.81
I 4

5.91 8.4% -0.4% 3..3%

6A% 5.8% -2:5% 0,0

6.5% 2.0% 4.7% _4112%

The information in Table. IV points out that the distribuis

tion of, educational benefits was affeoted -by the type of question

1. The t-values were respectively -- .050, .488, .a62 and .420.

11
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1 et
aiked. On the shOit answerquestions,4ihich were the ones most

like the format of questions found son, the unit tests, the students*

with 'tha poorest past performance record were benefitted

ally more than students with superior pastAurrformanoe records.

This effect, however, was offset by the refit of the examination.

As the examination questions become longer, mork'domplex and

less structured the poorer students did relatively less well. .

For the essay questions and-the long answer questions apparentli

the poorer student would have:been bettei off in a lecture (

section.

Although ea- agi rationalizations of these resat:, muSA,,,

`'fie- regarded as extremely tentative, in retrospect one explanation

seems quite plausible. Mastering the material to4a greater

input of time on the part of the poorer students., Ab a result

they had to keep up a constant pace in order to finiSh the course

on time, 4.They were preoccupied with passing the unit tests and.

virtually ignored the discussion questions on the units. There-
.

fore they were not able to.develOp their powerS of goneraliz ion

and analytical' reasoning in an unstructured environment, to e'

same.extent as their colleagues' ith similar past performance

records who were taught by the lecture. method. 1

The-students-with the best past performance records,w,

the other hand, could master the material in less time so they

had more time to pursue these more difficult educational object
,

,

tives.- They diScussed the essay questioris with me and with each
,

other and in the process sharpened their generalisation - skills.

ON.



In short they were able:to capitalize on the format of the P.S.I.
to acoorrplieh a broad range of eduoalional objectives where**

s )he - slower student was
not. ,If these conjebtures are valid, they

1,6:ay weaken the case for P.S.I. courses taught within the regular
semester and strengthen the case for P.S.I. courses taught with-

.out deadline's for oompletion.

Student Perceptions
Telt as 12ralavipiramos_d

k.erformance on final ,examinations is not the only ea-
lerion by which the educational process can be or should be
judged, 0thei significant facets include the degree to which
the course taught the student to Pursue the subject matter on
hie own, the degree to which the course taught the student new
ways to understand and evaluate problems and the degree to which
the course provides a basis for discussion outside the classroom.
The-course evaluation instrument used at Williams, which was

ti described above, provides one considerably less than perfect,
-but nonetheless useful, vehicle for assessing these other

. dimensions.

Table V summarizes the information from the course

oriented questions in .this evaluation form. Tho table gives the

.4

1. Inevitably questione will arise about the evaluation instrumentand whether or not student perceptions
are apourate and ifthey are accurate, whether they are important. My own e7per-ience with the evaluations at Willie/ea is that the students,are very perceptive and I' tend to finTsthem informative anduseful. In my opinion the posvibility of experimenter biasis a potentially

more damaging criticism.
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TABLE ,V

Student 1.ecceptions of Their Educational,
Experience iri the P.S.I. and Leoture

Sections

Course Charpopyjetic

aught me to pursue
subjeghct on my own

Stimulated me tci:Ais
cuss the subject in
general conversation

Increased my appreci-
ation of the subject

Course has taught me
new ways to understand
and evaluate problems.

Overall rating of the
Educational Value

P.S.I.
1 Lecture

l Difference of
AtomL,__. can Mee,

5.59 4.36 . 2.93**

5,07 3.81 3.69*,

5109 4.12*.

6,00, 5.45 1.70*

6.30, 4,96 4.35**

IThese are based on an ordinal scale from one 0 seven
with seven connoting outstanding.

**Significant at the 95% level of confidence.

*Signifibant at the 90% level of confidence...

mean for each method of teaching and the value of the t-ratio

which is the statistic used to test whether these deans are

differenVin a statistioal sense. The P.S.I. section received

a higher rating on all dimensions. In four of the five dimen-

sions the P.S.I. mean was significantly higher using a 95% level

of confidence and in the remaining dimiinsion the P,S mean was

significantly higher using a 90% level of confidence.

As one thinks!about these questions keeping in mind the
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.,

method ;used in P.S.I. the statistical superiority of the-M.I.

may be surprising. For example, one hypothesis could have been

I"
that one ofthe costs of the highly individualistic ap oh

embodied ln theP.S.I, would be,a drop in the interact, n among

students since the students could conceivably be proceeding at,

quite different paces. As-shown in the second,row in Table V

the students in the'P.S.I, s4ction perceived theiselved as being

more stimulated to discuss microsconomios out of class than did

their colleagues in the lecture sections.

In the final question the students Were asked to subject-

tively rate the educationil value of the course. The P.S.I

'._sections perceived the course to be of greater educational value

than did their. colleagues. The course evaluation fob' also asks

the students to desoribe their degree of motivation, for the

course by categoi.ising it is very high, high, moderate or low,

The responses to this question by method of teaching are given

as Table VI, About 92% of the'students in the P.S.I. seotion

..1 TABLE VI

Student Perceptions of Their Degree of
Motivation in the and Lecture

Sections

My motivation in this course
optn)est desoilbe#

Very high 37.0 13.5

High 55.6. 42.3

Moderate 7.4 30.8

LOw 0.0 13,4

W414 joecture

7.
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proclaimed themselves either highly or very highly motivated

while only 56% of the lecture sections recorded a similar degree

of motivation. While it cannot be'determined, given the way the

question was asked, how much of this difference in motivation

was already present at the beginning of the semester, the dif-
,

ferenoes are striking. The students in the P.S.I. section

perceiveAthemselves to be on the whole muoh more motivated than

diatheir colleagues in the lecture seotione.

The final pieoe of information contained in the course

evaluation was a question which asked the students in retrospect

to choose the method of teaohing.whioh they would believe to be

the best for conduoting the mioroeconomic theory course. The

tabulated responses are presented below.

TABLE VII

Percentage Responses on Desired Teaching
Technique for P.S.I. and.Lecture Sections

This course would be best conducted
All P. 101143Cure

Formal Lecture 0.0 44,0

Informal leoture with discussion 3.7 32.0

P.S.I.
18g:i

Of course in a question of this sort there is probably alwayS a

tendency to prefer the method chosenr,but once again the differ

shoes are otrikfng Only one person who took the P.S.I.woOld

have preferred a variant of the lecture aethodOut almost One.
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quarter of those in the lecture seotions felt, in retrospect,

that the course would be beet taught by the P.S.I. method.

Illi14119xibgktY1

One of the desirable aspects of a P.S.I. method is that

it provides any student who can master the material at a rate

faster than the pace taken by.the traditional lecture method

with the opportunity to allocate his study time in a manner con-

sistent-with his individual program. The relevant qUestion,

however, ia whether this option is used to any extent by the

students. If not, the timing flexibility is a more apparent than

_veal advantage.

= The records kept'on when each student passed each unit

ind!Oateconaiderable diversity among siUdents.in the time

phasing of mastering the course material. mthcof the thir

two persons finished at least one month early." 'FoUr more f

ished three Weeks early. Two did not complete all-the units,:

but one of these was bedridden with mononualtooie during a:good.

share of the semester.

An analysis of the persona who finished at least a month

early reveals, not surprisingiy, that they were all B+ or above

<students in economics in the past. Not 0.1 such students,

This dimenaion of the P.S.I. experience can,either.be oon-
sidered an output, desirable in its own right, or as an input,
desirable only to the extent that_it leads to superior per-
fOrmance. Its inclusion in this report as an output reflects,
the author's judgement on the relative merits of these two
positions,

'd7



hirever, chose this rapid pace. The student who had completed

the fewest number of units (0 when the first person to complete L,

the course had finished was a straight A student in economics.
Thib once again reinforces the point that the self-paoing feature
uf.P.S.I. is a feature whioh,appears to, benefit mostly the stu-
dents who have already demonstrated a superior capability in
economics.

Since eight of the early finishers took an early final,
sit is possible to statistioally test the proposition that there

was no,difference in performance between those who took the early
exam and those who took the regular final. Table II reveals that

. .on average the early finishers did not do as well as those who

took the later eramination, but the differences were not statistic-

illy significant.' An examination of the separate resulte for
each of the component'parts of thi exam reveals that the sign of
the early final variable was positive on the short answer por-
tion'of the examination and negative for the rest of the exam.
Since the early finishers used loss time to oomplite the course,

this result is consistent with. the above oonjeoture that students
who are the most pressed for time .sacrifice the more contpicated

educational objectives in favor of mastering the more Cbjeotive,

less gen4ral concepts.

itudertt-pacukty Zaggietken

Anotheit of the alleged benefits of the P.S.I. method is
that it fosters a poneficial individualitea contaot between the
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student and the professor. It fosters this kind of contact by

(1) releasing faculty time from lecturing and making that time

available to students and (2) by meeting with the students in'

the olassroom where any reluctance to visit the professor in

his office can be circumvented. The course evaluation form

allows us to test whether this benefit is empirically supported

by this experiment. One, of the questions on the evaluation

instrument asked the student ,to rate the `value ,of individual G

discussions with the instructor on a seven point ecale as to how ,

much they had learned from these discussions. Those who had not

had,such discussions were, to check "doesn't apply." This ques-

tion allows us to Check .both the degree of fq/oulty-etUdent inter-
,.

action andthe perceived value of this interaction to the learning

e;perience.. The 'results are presented in the Table below.

TABLE VIII

A Comparison of the Degree of Participation
in and the.Mean Ordinal Value of Individual
Discussions. with the Instruotortn Lecture

and P,S.Ik Sections

-Percentage Reporting
Individual Discussions.

Mean Ordinal Contribution
to Learning (on a,Seven Point
scale)

ZAIALA.

744,1 47.4

5,75 3.7k

Both differences are significant at the-99% level of oollidenCm.1

1.,The test to compare the percentages can be found in Taro Yamana.
troductor (New Yorks Harper & Row,

Pit s PP*, 552-
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It would appeer that at least for this experinehe

method does foster an individualised student-faculty relationship

and that thisAreslationship is perceived by the students as being

somewhat more edueetional than the relationship fostered by the

lecture methodel

IV. An Analysis of the Inputs

NI., The relationship between inputs and outputs. in the P.S.I.

method is not the same as in a regular lecture course. Most of

the input differences would be rafleoted in differenc4s in the

monetary cost of running the course, but two would not --
A

faculty time and student time. Faculty time is not fully re-

floated in the cost because the instruotor is paid in terms of

the number of sections taught and his salary4s, in the short

run at least, not systematically related to the amount of time

that he or she puts in preparing for that Glass. Thus two teach,

ing tschniques'marappear to cost the same when in fact one', by

its very nature,,takes much more time to'prepare. For %hit"

Teason faculty time will be considered separately. -

Similarly student time ie not part of the monetary cost.

Since the P.S.I. method requires the student to take a More

active role in his education, he or she may well have to work

harder, which may affeot his or her other courses. -Therefore,

17erode this result could. be sensitive to the faculty members
Involved, the values ter each'of,the two lecture eeotione
examined separately. The differ noes are also statistically
significant between the F.B.I. section and each of the other
two peotions separately. My

$
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the demands on student time eade_by this P.S.I. course and its

impact on other, courses will also be examined separately bells.

Fq9.111Iy Time. Of interost to faculty members is the

question, "how much time does it take to prepare course

as compared to.* regular lecture course?" The first difference

between these two techniques is that for P.S.X. sections the

workload'tends to be redistributed more toward the beginning el"-

the course. Generally it is recommended that at least one-half

of the units ard unit tests be completed before the oleos starts.

The comparison of the total amounts of tim Involved

depends on, the circumstances.1 After running this experiment

it is olear'that the total time devoted to setting up a course

of this type was on the order of one and one-half times 481 much

as is devoted to eetting up a lecture course the first tire. one

teaches it. For instructors who have been teaching the same

course for some years and who intend to teach it again with only

minor modifications the initial additional time required to

switch to a F.S.I. method would be much greater.

The main dimension of the P.S.I. method which

this differential is the neceesity for writing up to

leads to

four dif-

ferent testefor each Unit (to allow for mUltiple fetluree).

Writing this number of test questions which are comprehoonskie,

.

The tincestimates in this section are bassi' not on a motif:mi.
lous.time budget, but rather on some AA

o imPressionistio
estimates. They are rough and approxi e,
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fair and which satisfy the edtioational objectives ie a difficult

proposition.

However once the materials have been developed the time

devoted to they P.S.I. method would appear to be only minimally
s

higher as long as the basic structure of the course remained the

same. The reason for its being minimally higher is that modi-

fications of the course are slightlor more difficult in a P.S.I.

course since they have to be carefully rewritten for the studenZ

whereas in .a lecture course it is possible to Sot the orange

down on the lecture,notes and deliver th6 embellishment extempo-
,

.raneously. In sitort once the initial tiMe has been spent in

setting up the P.S.I. course the first tine th4 faculty time

requirements appear to be,:only marginally higher for an instruc-

tor repeating a course regirdless of trhether he is repeating a

course or, a lecture course.

Student Sine. The course, evaluation form provides some

'information on student perceptions of the workload in a p,S,/, k

r

course as compared to the perceptions of students in the leoture

sections. As reflected in TabIte IX it is clear that more of

the P.S.I. students perceived their workload as being heavier

thamaverage than did the students in the leoture sections*

Although the students seemed to find this extra work

educationally well spent, ad discussed .above; the*estfOn re-

mains as to whether or not this increased wOrkload would lower

student performance in other courses. To answer this question

the grade poitnt average for the other course taken during the

Irr



TABLE IX

Student Perceptions of Workload (Per-
oentage)

The workload for this course in
relation to otheii Williams Courses
ligs kilaL LeotArk

Much lighter 0.0 2,0

Lighter 10.7 11.5

About the dame 21,4 '57.7

Heavier 64,3 25.0

Much Heavier

Total. 100.0 100.0

same semester as the microeconomice.clase was computed for every

student 111 the sample. Then for the total population this other

course grade point average was regressed against cly the'cumis-

letive,grade point average at the beginning of the semester End-

,,(2) a binary variable indicating whether or not the student was

a member of a P.S'a. section. The results of this estimation

were s'

Oi 1,83 + 787 Ci + 097 R, R2 ,435
(.0) .(.3o1)

where 0i = the predicted other course grade point average,

C the cumulative grade point average for the ith
student at the beginning ofthe semester,

Ri = 1 if the student was a member of a P.S.I. '

section, 0.otherwtee,
4

The P.S.I, students did better in their other courses

The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors of the
coefficients.
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thin would have been expected purely on

but the difference is not statistically

certainly appear that the P.Sa. method

the other courses,

their grade point avers**,

signifioant. It 'would

4oes not detract from

n

The mearielements of cost are the material cost and labor

costs. The labOr costs will differ according to who the in-

,struotor is, hisrank.and so forth. The following rough esti,-

mates of per student costs are based on the assumption that the

lecture section and the P.S.I. section are beintY, taught by junior

assistant professiors earning $12,000 a year for teaching five

sections.

TABLE X

A Comparison of'Per Student Costs for
lecture Seotion vs. a P.S.I. Section

Lilac Lecture,

Typing of, Materials $. 2.17

Duplication of materials 2,54

Faottly Pay 80.00

Tutor Pay - 12,00,

$96,71

$ .25

15

00.00 ,

....
-48040

4

These figures Suggest that A P.S.X. course structured like the

one desoribed in this paper costs about 20% mores per student

than the conventional-lecture'course largely due to the cost of

ti
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the tutors. This could be modified, of-course, by finding

nonmonetary ways to compensate the tutors (e.g., by offering them

some sort of course credit for tutoring rather than money).

Since the typing costs and faculty costs are fixed and

One remaining categories are Oharaoterised by constant marginil

, oost, it follows that the average cost per student of teaching

this course by the P.S.LThilethod declines asymptotically to $14.54

"S4r iitudent for a Class containing an infinite number of studelts.

Although teaching a'section by the P.S.I. is never cheaper than,_

a lecture section of equivalent size taught by one faculty member,

beaause the fixed costs are larger, it does. offer a kind of middle

of the road alternative to the, choice between one very large

lecture section and more than one small section. It can fill
. 0',

this role if it can maintain the kinds of perforMance standards'

of the small, sections while using only one faculty member in

conjunction with tutors,. It should be noted, howev,r, that this,'

kind of approach would make the instructor much less accessible

to the Average student. in the olaserCom,
1

The monetary, savings

would be balanced by a reduction in the accessibility of the .

instructor. ,'

1, . A logical criticiam of this point would b4,"if pekformance.
is not affected why Should you care aboutradOessibility? -After
allvitin!t it only 4n input ?" ;44, concern with this logib
arises from my firm'belief that not all educational outputs
are Measured. A case in point would bethe diScUOSiOn* With
students 000 tangential points whiciOnterest the students.
The value of this kW of 0.06u0010fiis to draw the student
into thin144 about problems,m0re deeply than he had
before by taking advante4e of his interest. in this subject.
This kind of- 'interc is Motivating and valuable but rarely''
measured. by a f exam.



V, Summary and. Concluiloos

Symmary

1. There was no statistighlly signliioant difference

between the performance of the P,S.I. students and the leo4e
.1, ;

c . J.'students on either the final examination as a whole or on-any of
,

its oomponent partsitter controlling f9r student characteristics,'

and the teaching experience of their professors.

2, The distribution of educational benefits among etudWis

with differing pad performance records in economios-was not uni-0

form among component parts of the examination, but ihese ditfer-k
*".4,

ences were not statistioally(eignificant either, The students'

with the poorest past ,performanos records scored better than ..

their colleagues in the lecture4ections with equivalent reCords.-

On the short.answer objective questions, but less Well on the
. .

longer more subjeOtpe questions. / r- 1 ,

11.

%

3 The ettdepte in the 1,;b.l. gootion pircibted themselves.J1

to be deriving significantly aore'sd!witionalyalue-trokttes

course than did their colleagues in tfrel -'epture options. ,

r.. ^- 1,,e : y A.
o Cc,.

4, The greatest use of ty flOibility inherent in:the

Self-pacing feature of the, p.s,4 was *haw by the.students'who
.,

had.delionstrated superior performanc e in economics in the past.

The sloweiistudente worked a:keteadY pace.

5. The method seems to enhance the value of

O
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'individual discussions between instructor and student both by,

making this learning experience more available to students and

by making it a core valuable part of the learning process.

6. The faciulty time, required to'develop this P.S.I. course

from scratch was roughly one and one-half times groaler than the .

time required to draw up a lecture course from scratch.

7. Once .established the faoulty time requirements for,

repeating a .P.S.I. course appear to be only slightly higher than

the time' requirements for repeating a lecture course.

4

section viewed themselves as working harder than average on. this

course than did the students in the lecture sections.

8, A much higher percentage of the students in the P.S.I.

9. In spite of this inoreasod workload the P.S.I. students

did better on their other courses after controlling for differ-

ences in student abilities, but this better performance wee not

itatistioallp significant.

10. For the way this experiment was oonductid the monetary

cost of administering ;the course was about 209 higher' r student

for the_F.841,-Mthod than for the lecture method.

gonclualona

In conclusion neither the most damaging arguients.against

the P.S.I. system nor the most compelling arguments for it were

upheld by thio experiment. It does not appear to be inherently

\i
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biased toward the accomplishment of simple educational objec-

tives, Neither the areas on which it achieved'better results

than the lecture method nor the areas on which it fell behind

the results for the lecture pethod were characterised by differ-
,

enoes large enough to be statistioallx significant. It does not

appear to provide a boon for the slow average student as long as

the course must be completed wit n a deadline.

It does, however, provide an alternative educational

option which, while not dominating the other methods, does seem

to offer students a choice which they value. U8ed prudently the

P.S.I. method can make a valuable addition to our arsenal of
\,

teaching techniques in economics:. This contribution man either

take he form of replacing certain lecture eourses by P.S.I. or

by adopting one ox, more of the P.S.X. features for incorporation

into a conventional lecture course.

N


